Introduction
Computational quantum chemistry is a field of science in which to solve the Schrödinger equation with appropriate boundary conditions for electrons or nuclei or both. The objective is to understand various molecular properties and transformations in the greatest detail allowable by the uncertainty principle. For electronic Schrödinger equations, which, in general, are not subject to analytical solutions, series of approximations converging at the exact numerical solutions have been established at least conceptually [1] . Their lower-rank members have been implemented into ready available computer codes widely used. The development of these electronic structure methods is undeniably essential for chemical research of both theoretical and experimental nature and its importance has been recognized thoroughly (e.g. Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1998).
While the mode of interactions among electrons is only of two-body Coulomb type, the indistinguishability of electrons requires a wave function to be antisymmetric with respect to every possible interchange of electrons, causing all electronic variables to be coupled. An electronic structure method truncates this coupling after a finite order. For chemically inert molecules at equilibrium geometries, the methods that truncate the coupling after two-body interactions work excellently [2] , as expected from the two-body nature of Coulomb interactions. However, for molecules which have a highly reactive, unpaired electron (free radicals), which are in electronically excited states, which have partially filled d and f subshells (transition metals, lanthanides, and actinides), or which are undergoing chemical reactions or structurally highly strained, the motion of three or more electrons can be strongly correlated and the two-body truncated methods become inadequate. It seems impossible to devise a twobody or other low-rank truncated method that can handle all of the aforementioned situations. Therefore, the whole series of increasingly higher-rank electronic structure methods is needed to describe these situations. A predictive chemical simulation is realizable only when an ability to monitor the convergence of calculated results with respect to all parameters of calculations is afforded.
A member of a hierarchical, converging series of electronic structure methods is defined by a combination of expectation values of second-quantized operators. This physical definition (ansatz) needs to be transformed to a compact set of mathematical equations that take the form of tensor contraction expressions (derivation). These mathematical equations are then transformed into an efficient compu-tational sequence (transformation), which is in turn translated into computer programs that incorporate various domain-specific and computer-science optimizations (implementation). The domain-specific optimizations are based on various molecular symmetries (due to electron spins, point-group symmetry, and index permutation) and/or the characteristic length scale of interactions (making the tensors sparse for extended molecules). The computer-science optimizations include strength reduction, factorization, common subexpression elimination, memory minimization by loop fusion, parallelization, etc.
For higher-rank methods, the derivation, transformation, and implementation processes all become exceedingly tedious and error prone. For instance, a relatively low-rank electronic structure method for excited states is EOM-CCSD (equation-of-motion coupled-cluster method including single and double excitation operators) [3] . The method is defined by two sets of equations, one of which is shown in figure 1 . It contains 53 diagrammatically distinct terms (the other equation has 21) and each in turn is composed of up to 4 terms that are related by index permutations. The order of indices in each tensor is meaningful. The next in the hierarchy is EOM-CCSDT (including triple excitation operator) and its definition has 183 terms. EOM-CCSDTQ (including quadruple excitation operator) has 353 terms, each of which can now have up to 144 permutations. Not a single error is tolerated in any of the derivation, transformation, and implementation processes. It is probably not overstating the case to say that today the development (not necessarily the execution) of higher-rank methods is the bottleneck of the progress in electron-correlation theory. The manual, algebraic implementations of EOM-CCSD were reported initially between 1990-3 [3] [4] [5] [6] and the manual implementations of EOM-CCSDT occurred nearly ten years later in 2001 [7, 8] . These are both sequential implementations and the latter are limited to closed-shell molecules. A parallel implementation of EOM-CCSD, CCSDT, and CCSDTQ applicable to both closed-and open-shell molecules was reported in 2004 by us [9] and was made possible by automatic symbolic algebra (see below). The remarkable advances in computer hardware and software technology made in the past decades need to be harnessed in the developments (as well as in the executions) of electronic structure methods. This is achieved by computerizing the necessary symbolic algebra processes. This will not only expedite the lengthy and time-consuming derivation, transformation, and implementation processes but also make the results more reliable. It also facilitates various optimizations, which would be laborious to make manually, and enhances maintainability, portability, and extensibility. Most importantly, computerized development will enable a whole new class of highly complex, but highly accurate electronic structure methods, the manual development of which is no longer practical or even possible. The last few years have seen considerable progress in this regard. A number of high-end electronic structure methods have been realized as efficient computer codes and made available to chemistry community by virtue of this new paradigm of method development, i.e., complete automation.
Machinery of TCE
The symbolic algebra system TCE (TENSOR CONTRACTION ENGINE) [10, 11] has been developed. It is an algebraic and symbolic manipulation program fully automating the second-quantized derivation and computer implementation of a wide range of many-electron theories for electron correlation. TCE can process a given second-quantized definition of a many-electron theory and derive the corresponding, compact mathematical expressions; translate the expressions to quasi computer codes after mathematical and computer science optimizations; and finally generate computer codes with chemistry-specific optimizations that are interfaced with NWCHEM [12] or UTCHEM [13] type of general high-performance quantum chemistry software with no or minimal need for manual adjustments.
TCE exploits the fact that a host of electron-correlation methods are translated invariably to sum-ofproduct tensor expressions, which can be evaluated by a sequence of matrix multiplications and additions. The parallel algorithm is based on an adjustable tiling scheme followed by data-parallel dynamic load balancing of tilewise matrix multiplications. The automatic implementation of the algorithm is assisted by powerful middleware (GLOBAL ARRAYS, CHEMIO) developed by Nieplocha and coworkers [14, 15] . TCE's optimization capabilities include the strength reduction and factorization, which together determines an optimal multiplication order of a matrix product and a reasonably optimal multiplication-summation order. It also identifies reusable intermediate quantities of calculations (common subexpression elimination) [10] and memory minimization by loop fusion [16] .
For instance, the EOM-CCSD method is defined by two second-quantized equations, which read
for all possible singly (Ф S ) and doubly (Ф D ) excited determinants, where H is the usual electronic Hamiltonian, T is the single plus double cluster excitation operator, ω k and X k are the excitation energy and the single plus double linear excitation operator associated with the kth excited state, and Ф 0 is a reference determinant.
[…] C means that the operators must be diagrammatically connected. The lefthand side of the second equation can be processed by TCE to become the sum-of-product tensor contraction expressions shown in figure 1 . TCE subsequently performs the strength reduction, a process that determines an optimal binary contraction order for each product. After an exhaustive search, the order with the least operation and memory costs is identified, e.g., ((AB)C)D) for a tensor product ABCD, defining intermediate tensors: ξ 1 = AB, ξ 2 = ξ 1 C, and ξ 3 = ξ 2 D. The result of this step is shown in figure 2 . A sum of binary matrix multiplications such as AB+A(CD)+E(CD) (five multiplications) is now subject to factorization, A(B+CD)+E(CD) (four multiplications), which is further simplified by the elimination of common subexpression CD, exposing an efficient computational sequence: Ξ 1 =CD and AΞ 1 +E(B+Ξ 1 ) (three multiplications altogether). The EOM-CCSD equation after these two steps is shown in figure 3 . It is hoped that these figures impress the readers with the immense complexity of symbol manipulations involved even in low-rank methods like EOM-CCSD. The computational sequence such as the one in figure 3 is translated by TCE into a FORTRAN code that can be compiled and executed as a part of the NWCHEM program. This step must make use of various molecular symmetries (spin, spatial, and index permutation symmetries) that make certain tensor elements symmetrically zero or equivalent to other elements. Incorporating these symmetry conditions is essential not only for immense performance boost it brings about but also for the sanity of calculations, the results of which can converge to a nonphysical limit unless these symmetries are imposed. Testing these conditions for each element of tensors, while theoretically appealing, in practice goes counter to the performance increase because it disrupts fast executions of compute kernels (matrix multiplications) and memory access. A solution to this is the tiling algorithm, which divides the orbital range into spin-and spatial-symmetry-adapted groups (tiles) and takes advantage of various symmetries at the tile level rather than at the element level. The tilewise matrix multiplications also expose adequate granularity of parallelism. Symmetry conditions of intermediate quantities of calculations predicate this algorithm. Kállay and Surján [17] and we [9] have found and documented these conditions for various classes of intermediates. 
Electronic structure methods implemented by TCE
Currently, TCE can handle methods definable by quasi-vacuum expectation values of the form [11] 
where Ω is a physical operator of any rank (the Hamiltonian operator, dipole moment operator, etc.), R m is an excitation operator of any rank, L † is a deexcitation operator of any rank, and […] C/L imposes connectedness and/or linkedness among selected groups of operators. The expectation value of this simple form, when variously combined, can encompass a wide range of single-reference electroncorrelation theories in use today.
Hence, TCE has been used to develop parallel computer programs (many for the first time) of highorder electron-correlation methods listed in the following: coupled-cluster methods (up to quadruple excitation operator), configuration-interaction methods (up to quadruple), many-body perturbation methods (up to fourth order) for closed-and open-shell species [10] ; coupled-cluster methods for excited states (up to quadruple) [9] ; coupled-cluster methods for ionized and electron-attached states (up to quadruple) [18] ; new combined coupled-cluster and perturbation methods [16, 19] such as secondorder corrections to coupled-cluster singles and doubles (and triples); active-space (excited-state) coupled-cluster methods [19] [20] [21] ; new perturbative corrections to configuration-interaction singles [22] ; their relativistic variants, etc. These methods are a part of the NWCHEM program suite.
TCE goes beyond a proof of concept. It produces high-quality computer codes enabling chemical simulations at unprecedented fidelity. The codes automatically generated by TCE have been used to calculate: relativistic, complete-correlation, complete-basis-set limits of various spectroscopic parameters of twenty main-group hydrides and of singlet-triplet separations of five triatomic hydrides [23] ; vertical excitation energies of C 2 and adiabatic excitation energies and excited-state dipole moments of CH and H 2 CO [9] ; double OH dissociation of H 2 O, dissociation of N 2 , and ionization energies of H 2 O + [16] ; complete-correlation, complete-basis-set limits of vertical ionization energies of CO and N 2 and spectroscopic parameters of FH + and NH + [18] .
